MAY 2022
CATALOG OF TRANSCRIBED RADIO EPISODES,
AVAILABLE TO PRINT AT:

AUG 2016
Keep Hoods Yours
A conversation with a member of Keep Hoods Yours. Keep Hoods Yours, or KHY, is
tion, against sexual predators in the scene, against racism and more. During the

the Mission District.

DEC 2016

Grand Jury Resistance at Standing Rock

at this moment.
The Final Straw Radio, PO Box 6004, Asheville, NC, 28816
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MAR 2017

Anarchist Thoughts on Tactics at Standing Rock

William speaks with Noah, who is a well established movement medic, anarchist,
ranging set of topics, from what worked in the camps to what the failings were,
and how resistance to extraction industries could look moving forward.

APRIL 2022

DEC 2017

Walidah Imarisha on Angels With Dirty Faces, Accountability Processes, and more
William and Disembodied Voice had the chance to interview Walidah Imarisha,
who is an Oregon based writer, educator, public scholar and spoken word artist
about her book Angels With Dirty Faces
which highlights three distinct experiences that are all in different degrees tangential to the realities inherent to the prison industrial complex.

FEB 2018

Keep Loxicha Free!: A conversation with Bruno Renero-Hannan about Political Imprisonment and Indigenous Resistance in Oaxaca
-

have all created the conditions for a possible broadscale social revolution.

est book, The Solutions Are Already Here: Strategies For Ecological Revolution From
Below
autonomous infrastructure, resisting colonial extractivism and the need for imag-

SEPT 2018

manac, a self-published annual collection of art, comics, facts, articles and incite-

Kevin Rashid Johnson on the Prison Strike
capitalism, racism, imperialism and his view of a road towards liberation. Rashid
is a Maoist and presents some interesting arguments in his writings.

FEB 2019
struggles around the world. We’ll be sharing audios from comrades in the A-Radio

against state, colonialism and capitalism. We also talk about spreading food for-
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FEB 2022
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MARCH 2019

Ni Frontiers Ni Prison

social models.

-

JUNE 2019

Kuwasi Balagoon: A Soldier’s Story

and Ukraine, the Maidan uprising and war in the Donbass, resistance to the cur-

July 2019

Resisting Tyranny in Hong Kong

MAR 2022

-

JAN 2020

Perspectives from Iranian Anarchists
Union of Afghanistan and Iran to share perspectives from membership in Iran and
A Russian anarchist in Europe speaks about the invasion of Ukraine, a bit about

ban or in an effort to escape as refugees, but we also get a few updates from Iran
as well, including the regime’s founding of a national anarchist group.

Nos complace presentar una conversación con una compañera feminista anarcha,
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Social Justice and Struggle in Lebanon and Syria: Joey Ayoub and Leila Al-Shami

-

FEB 2020

contents, surveil the outside supporters, the work of sending literature, to incarthe current demonstrations against the clientelist warlords in power in that counWe speak with Marko about those Ecological Uprising protests of December 2021

APRIL 2020

Incarcerated Journalist and Organizer, Jason Renard Walker

-

Anarchist Resistance In Prison: Jennifer A. Rose

Housing Struggles in Asheville

ness owners and police repression of folks on the margins.

Anarchist Resistance In Prison: Comrade Z

-

JAN 2022
JUNE 2020

Anarchism and Abolition

mation into something that is becoming so much more than a housing cooperative.

The Nation on No Map: Black

The Battle for Abortion and Reproductive Autonomy with Bay Ostrach
independent clinics against the business model of clinic chains like Planned Par-

abandoned, about his knowledge of the protests of past weeks and the retreat of
cops from their pen.

-

-
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Asheville Survival Program
-

Modibo Kadalie, author of Pan-African Social Ecolog

-

a network of drivers.

SEPT 2020

NOV 2021

The Intertwined Histories of Queerness and Anarchism

The Russian Political Landscape and Anarchist Prisoners

Author, Kristian Williams about his new book Resist Everything Except Temptation:
The Anarchist Philosophy of Oscar Wilde
Press.

adds some more detail on repression of anarchists and antifascists in Russian
prisons.

NOV 2020

Mèo Mun is an anarchist collective working to make anarchist materials and ideas

JAN 2021

social struggles from a Vietnamese anarchist lens.

Atmospheres of
Violence: Structuring Antagonism and the Trans/Queer Ungovernable
-

-

brown
ShineWhite on Turning Razor Wire Plantations Into Schools of Liberation

DEC 2021

-

The Security State, Far Right

The Case of Daniel Baker: Online Speech and Community Defense
-

Perspectives on political content removal and social media from anarchist media
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FEB 2021

-

Building Working Class History

Working Class History: Everyday Acts of Resistance“
-

who are the victims of capital cases and who sit on death rows, the mishandling

adrienne maree brown on Cancellation, Abolition and Healing
around armed self-defense in so-called New Hampshire. We talk about mainmaintain a space for armed self-defense education.
-

Action

In Defense of Looting, a Riotous History of Uncivil

OCT 2021

MARCH 2021
-

dissidents abroad.

called Full Spectrum Resistance
Transgender Marxism
Anner is an Ethiopian member of Horn Anarchists, an anarchist group based in

Fat Liberation for Revolutionary Leftists with Autumn

vasive, classist, racist, and colonial nature of fatphobia both in mainstream sociments to support their incarcerated comrades. He has been released since this
episode aired.

Support Ryan Roberts and #KillTheBill Bristol defendants!

-
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AUG 2021

-

roll of Asheville police foibles over the last decade, homeless camp evictions,
effort to bolster the police with blue ribbons of support, housing issues and other
fare.

April 2021

Queer Activist Perspectives from Southern Appalachia
of 2021.
harmful patterns in movements, and some things we can do to make each other
safer.

Phd candidate living abroad, about the current uprising, repression and revolu-

-

-

of hostilities among gangs and participation in hunger strikes against unending
ences of racism, his time in prison, his case, his views on the burgeoning War on
.
and received reduced sentences. He continues to assert his innocence and has
and an Indian anarchist living in the state of Kerala. You will read Pranav explaining how he got into anarchism, how anarchistic praxis unfolds in India, some
about anti-repression work, and about this book’s attempt to shift the culture of

SEPT 2021

May 2021
World System

Sexual Hegemony: Statecraft, Sodomy and Capital in the Rise of the
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-

There Is Nothing So Whole As A Broken Heart:
Mending The World As Jewish Anarchists
-

-

Palestine and Challenging Settler Colonial Imaginaries

-

Colectivo Subversión on Protest in Colombia and Global Battles for Dignity
archist accomplices via the Minga – which is a pre-colonial term for collaboration,

IDOC Watch, Leon Benson and Abolitionist Organizing in Indiana

anarchist prisoner Xinachtli talk about his life and his case.

JULY 2021

Joshua Clover on Riots and Strikes
struggles against exploitation and to set the price of wages in the workplace, how
these methods are not as indistinguishable as we are told and the future of struggle against capitalism and extraction.

tees that executed thousands of political prisoners, as well as about covid in Iran,

JUNE 2021
term anarchist prisoners. We want to explore the connections between long-term
prisoner support and anti-repression efforts around recent uprisings, a sharp reminder to us that the difference between a status of imprisoned or not is often

Aishah Shahidah Simmons on Love WITH Accountability
her as an out lesbian woman, and about her book Love WITH Accountability.

Dixie Be Damned
A conversation about the recent book The Operating System: An Anarchist Theory
of the Modern State
cal revolution, etc.

Dixie Be Damned: 300 years of Insurrection
in the American South
worker, farmer, slave, indentured, women and men wrestling against institutions

